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Past Perfect Test / Klassenarbeit
 
1. Bilde Sätze im Past Perfect.
 
1. He had just gone to the cinema. (to go)

2. Lily hadn't (had not) practised the piano enough. (not to practise)

3. The film  had already begun. (to begin)

4. Had Ben already been there? (to be)

5. Jake hadn't (had not) met  the girl before. (not to meet)

6. She had tried everything before. (to try)

7. Jake  hadn't (had not) sold all his old computer games. (not to sell)

7. Had Sue bought a lot of football posters? (to buy)

8. I  hadn't seen my parents for a long time. (not to see)

2. Setze das Past Perfect (2 x Simple Past) in den Text ein. Es kann eine Aussage, 

eine Verneinung oder eine Frage sein.

Football training

 

The boys had  just finished (to finish) football training.

How long  had they  been (to be) there for? 

For about two hours. After they  had  had  (to have) a shower, they put  (to put) on 

clean clothes.

Before they went (to go) home, they  had talked (to talk) to each other. 

Some  had said (to say) they  had felt very tired. (to feel)

Others  had said (to say) the training  hadn't been easy. (not to be)

But they  had  all  loved (to love) the exercises. 
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After them they had felt (to feel) very fit.

Had they  enjoyed  (to enjoy) themselves? 

Yes!!!
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